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Extreme Sports has now become a common sport in society, among others, skateboards, BMX and wall climbing. Unfortunately, the implementation of sports facilities are still rare and often less well maintained condition. Extreme Sports Center Singapore comes as a container that provides a variety of facilities ranging from extreme sports extreme sports facilities, supporting facilities such as extreme sports equipment sales, cafe, class, to complement facilities include fitness center.

The Site location is in Surabaya which is a metropolis for the eastern region which has a community atmosphere of urban (city adolescents), which is always alive and dynamic. Extreme Sports Center is presence in the city of Surabaya, Surabaya seems right because it has a clear user goals coupled with a location close to campus, housing and another central activity, makes people can easily access to the area.

Masculine building become it’s design theme, which was Applied in the process of designing the building with some of it’s criteria, some of it was, muscular impression, scale, materials, and line a line. Because the building is designed commercial buildings, plus the value of similar sports facilities should be prioritized. This was raised through the level of security, safety, comfort a much more reasonable.